simple, plasma 1 1-OHCS assay can make in such weaning is not adequately stressed.
The references are extensive and well and broadly chosen, and include most of the classical papers.
The book would be more accurately described as a guide to the literature on steroid therapy, rather than to the art of applying this information. Regarded in this light it will be found to be a useful and compact reference volume. The history of the influence of mental attitude and physical prowess on combat effectiveness is traced from Bibilical times, with due acknowledgment to the Roman requirements in stamina, coupled with organization, discipline, mobility, weapons, tactics and leadership, which stood the test of more than a thousand years. Thereafter, the United States forces developed their requirements from an art involving a judicious combination of emotionalism, martial psychology and rum, in 1775, to the highly complex science of today.
The problems of several medical and dental specialties are discussed, together with the effects of changes in standards and the special problems of rehabilitation. Perhaps of particular interest, in the chapter dealing with officers and special categories, are lists of defects that were considered acceptable for limited or general service, provided the conditions were stationary and not likely to be aggravated by active (but noncombatant) service.
The use of the word 'separation' in Chapter V is to denote discharge from the US Army, due either to disability or to demobilization. This chapter contains some terse words on the misuse of medical channels to dispose of individuals who were ineffective and inefficient.
The six appendices contain a wealth of material, medical and dental, system by system, as standards of physical examination on mobilization, for reserve service, for officers and for flying. The final appendix is a tabular summary of all the defects acceptable for general or limited service, or which render the man unacceptable.
This volume is recommended to the military and industrial medical officer having problems in the spheres of personnel selection and deployment.
J London: Academic Press This is the first volume of a research series in gerontology and is a report on a colloquium with the title 'Psychological Functioning in the Normal Aging and Senile Aged' held in Semmering, Austria. Tnere are three main divisions of the book: age differences in learning and performance; biological and environmental determinants of behaviour changes in later life; and research problems and methodology. The standard of papers is high and each paper is followed by a special discussion by one individual and then open discussions. In the first section, age differences in verbal learning and verbal behaviour and in short-term memory, selective listening in later life and age differences in the selection and reproduction of short messages are the topics discussed. The second section consists of papers on measures of mental deterioration in aging and brain damage, age and sex differences in stress reactivity in genetically hypersensitive and normal rats, and a study of the integration of opposed emotional experiences in the aged. The last section includes work on age and performance in oral and written versions of the substitution test and limits of optimal functioning in superior old adults. These papers are important to the psychologist but are written in the language of that group and are difficult for the average doctor to understand. This is a book for specialists and particularly for those studying the aging brain. Such experimental work is essential if our knowledge of age-related changes is to advance and the great value of this collection of papers is the description of the research methods.
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